Tech booters top Trinity 2-1

By Nakir

"Every time we came on the field we thought how good we really are," was the post-game comment from coach Bill Morrison, after his Tech soccer team had triumphed over Trinity, 2-1, in Hartford on Saturday. As close as it seemed, the Engineers appeared to be much, much the superior team in this, the first hard test of what is one of the finest teams in years.

The Techmen started right from the beginning, dominating play with the help of a fairly strong wind factor. The offense, supported by sound defense, passed from the fullback line, into the Trinity end for shots. At about the 7 minute mark of the first period, a Trinity hand-ball foul, causing a penalty, was assessed. After a series of passes from the fullback line, Tech's Ken Stone '72 took a pass on the wing from G lendinning and "at a 45 degree angle" hit Koro, their tall strong-footed guard, in the middle of the field. The ball was carried around the blind side to score. This victory was a long time in coming, as Tech has been beaten Trinity since 1961. In 1961, Tech's goalie said, the team didn't realize how good it was. Though dominating play for the first 3 quarters, and playing a tough defense in the fourth, there seemed to be a definite "scared" attitude towards the end.

The week seems to always end two or three losses to WPI and Middlesex. The WPI game was away on Wednesday and the Middlesex game is Saturday at home at 2:00 pm.

-By Frank Spahn

The MIT rugby steamroller ran over the Mystic RFC 15-8 on Saturday in the final quarter, to open the 1973 season. The only unfortunate spot in the game was an injury to start- ing right halfback Davey Book 72, who suffered a bruise of a muffle and had to leave in the third period. Possibly he should only be out for a few days. His position was ably filled by John Petrow '73 and Marty Bregman '72.

The score, 9-5, 6-0, 15-8, reflected the dressing room of the 7 shots were from well inside Mystic's 10 mainly on two occasions. The offense, from the beginning, dominated the finest teams in years.

The offense, from the beginning, dominating play for the first 3 quarters, and playing a tough defense in the fourth, there seemed to be a definite "scared" attitude towards the end.

The week seems to always end two or three losses to WPI and Middlesex. The WPI game was away on Wednesday and the Middlesex game is Saturday at home at 2:00 pm.

-By Frank Spahn

Ruggers fall to Mystic RC

By Randy Young

This year's Tech soccer team began their season on September 19, defeating a number of successes. The Men's Varsity, Freshman, and Women's Teams, under the coachings of Taylor Hatch Brown, Ed Shaw, and Sue Nelson respectively, have all had several games and appear to have the potential for winning seasons.

On September 19, the Varsity sailors won a regatta over an independent boat from Brandeis, and Skipper Spoon and Larry Bacow, both of whom have done wonders, and Tom Berg '73, did the sailing and beat second place Tufts on their home water.

John Lay, Dwight Davis, Steve Shammas, Tony Reish '72, and Lew Matson, all alone in the direction of Gambia, but were foiled. Though Tech barely lead, 5-4, the Tech defense held on tight with excellent play from fullbacks Al Levin '73, Ken Stone '72, and Lew Jeser '72. Jester drew the job of guarding Koro in the middle all three times, and all three of them forced. Again, though, it was a Techer who made the difference. With the ball on the right corner, one of the Trinity attackers sent a bullet shot for the upper far corner that seemed to be destined to score but for the diving deflection from Staff and drawing saved applause from the partisan Trinity crowd of over three hundred.

The only unfortunate spot in the game was an injury to starting right halfback Davey Book '72, who suffered a bruise of a muffle and had to leave in the third period. Possibly he should only be out for a few days. His position was ably filled by John Petrow '73 and Marty Bregman '72.
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